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1. Digitalizing Materials Science
and Engineering

Materials science and engineering (MSE) is
undergoing a major shift of paradigms
toward more efficient digitalization.
Integration and reuse of data and knowl-
edge from material synthesis, production,
characterization, and modeling activities
open new perspectives for innovation.
Emerging fields of materials informatics
employing tools such as machine learning
(ML), big-data applications, statistical
inference, and integrated computational
materials engineering allow the discovery
of new compositions and processes tailored
to produce materials with specific micro-
structures and properties. These advance-
ments not only drive materials innovation
but also lead to improved performance in var-
ious applications. Efficient modeling and
simulation of materials engineering pro-
cesses is based on large amounts of hetero-
geneous experimental and simulation data.
These data capture multiple scales of magni-
tude and the diversity of relevant physical
concepts such as thermodynamics, kinetics,
functional, andmechanical properties as well
as metadata on materials history, data origin,
provenance, and environmental impacts.
Hence, the innovative development, design,
and optimization of materials is intrinsically

linked to the digitalization of materials and processes, whereby the
general ongoing advancement in hardware and software over the
last decades fosters the development of materials enormously.
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The digitalization of materials science and engineering (MSE) is currently leading
to remarkable advancements in materials research, design, and optimization,
fueled by computer-driven simulations, artificial intelligence, and machine
learning. While these developments promise to accelerate materials innovation,
challenges in quality assurance, data interoperability, and data management have
to be addressed. In response, the adoption of semantic web technologies has
emerged as a powerful solution in MSE. Ontologies provide structured and
machine-actionable knowledge representations that enable data integration,
harmonization, and improved research collaboration. This study focuses on the
tensile test ontology (TTO), which semantically represents the mechanical tensile
test method and is developed within the project Plattform MaterialDigital (PMD)
in connection with the PMD Core Ontology. Based on ISO 6892-1, the test
standard-compliant TTO offers a structured vocabulary for tensile test data,
ensuring data interoperability, transparency, and reproducibility. By categorizing
measurement data and metadata, it facilitates comprehensive data analysis,
interpretation, and systematic search in databases. The path from developing an
ontology in accordance with an associated test standard, converting selected
tensile test data into the interoperable resource description framework format, up
to connecting the ontology and data is presented. Such a semantic connection
using a data mapping procedure leads to an enhanced ability of querying. The
TTO provides a valuable resource for materials researchers and engineers,
promoting data and metadata standardization and sharing. Its usage ensures the
generation of finable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable data while main-
taining both human and machine actionability.
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The creation of interoperable digital representations of mate-
rials and processes associated with this paradigm shift, enabling
a wide range of opportunities by leveraging the advantages of the
digital age, coincidentally imposes a major challenge on
researchers, processes, and techniques.[1–3] In particular, digita-
lization efforts are supposed to provide quality assurance of pro-
cesses and output data as well as interoperability between
applications and data. This includes storage, processing, and
retrieval of data in a preferably standardized form, while also
addressing the incorporation of standardization bodies.
Furthermore, an appropriate management of materials data
requires the adoption of findable, accessible, interoperable,
and reusable (FAIR) principles.[4] To succeed in the challenge
of contextualizing materials data in a way that is consistent with
all stakeholders and meeting the requirements of the FAIR prin-
ciples, all required information on the condition of the material
including production and application-related changes has to be
made available via a uniform, machine-readable, and actionable
description. For this purpose, semantic web technologies (SWT)
have emerged to be used, as they enable both human-readable
and machine-actionable and -interpretable knowledge represen-
tations through semantic conceptualizations. Being an integral
part thereof, ontologies are increasingly established as a resilient
tool in the world of MSE for the implementation of complex data
management and representing a basis for an information ecosys-
tem. They are essential for formally representing universal mate-
rials science concepts, their interrelationships, and workflows. In
this context, an ontology is a formally ordered and explicitly
described representation of a set of terms (“concepts”) from a
particular area of subject (“domain”) and the relationships
(“properties”) existing among them. The terms used are selected
based on a consensus within the domain under consideration
(shared, unified vocabulary) and are always supposed to be
defined in natural language to facilitate human readability.
Thus, the creation of an ontology results in a structure of knowl-
edge that goes beyond a hierarchical, taxonomic description and
can represent an extensive network of information with logical
relations. The explicit and basic description of the concepts
and relations allows the application of description logics (DL,
cf. Section 3.2). In this way, both general knowledge and knowl-
edge related to specific topics and processes can be exchanged
between digital services and applications in a uniform manner.

With respect to the currently growing topic of integration and
reuse of data and knowledge from synthesis, production, and
characterization of materials, several national and international
initiatives and projects such as the Materials Genome
Initiative,[5] the DICE Materials Data Platform,[6] the Diadem
materials exploratory,[7] materplat,[8] Materials Commons,[9]

nanomaterial registry,[10] the Building the Prototype Open
Knowledge Network program,[11] as well as the European
Materials Modelling Council[12] and the National Research
Data Infrastructure (NFDI)[13] with the specific MSE-related con-
sortium NFDI-MatWerk[14] pursue the goal to develop and estab-
lish ontologies for the MSE domain, to define shared data
formats, and to provide collaboration platforms as well as pub-
licly available repositories on materials data to generate best pos-
sible benefits from materials digitalization.

This study presents the efforts within the collaborative project
Platform MaterialDigital (PMD)[15] to store materials

characterization data in accordance with a test standard-
compliant ontological representation. Therefore, the tensile
test of metals at room temperature according to ISO standard
6892-1:2019-11[16] was selected to be semantically described.
This includes following the path from the development of an
ontology compatible with a test standard to the conversion of
common and arbitrarily selected standard test data into an inter-
operable data format. Finally, the correspondingly structured
data can be stored in an openly accessible database to be queried
by humans and machines.

This study aims to provide a best practice on an effective and
straightforward approach to creating an ontology, exemplified by
the semantic representation of the tensile test on metals at room
temperature, which supports the MSE community in developing
ontologies for their own experiments and processes.
Furthermore, the tensile test ontology (TTO) is introduced which
is openly available and can be used by the community.

2. Mechanical Testing

Mechanical testing of materials is a crucial aspect of MSE, serv-
ing as a fundamental method for understanding and character-
izing the mechanical behavior of materials under different
conditions. General aspects on mechanical testing, the develop-
ment and increasing usage of digitalization within the field of
tensile testing, and modern data acquisition applying electronic
laboratory notebooks (ELN) are considered in the following
sections.

2.1. General Aspects

One primary objective of mechanical testing is to obtain repro-
ducible and reliable results. Reproducibility ensures that the test
outcomes can be consistently duplicated under equal conditions,
while reliability ensures that the results accurately reflect the
mechanical properties of materials. Standardization plays a piv-
otal role in mechanical testing. International standards estab-
lished by standardization bodies such as DIN, ASTM, and
ISO as well as standard operating procedures of companies
and institutes provide guidelines for conducting tests, specifying
procedures, equipment, and the contents to be reported to obtain
universally agreed testing methodologies. Standards ensure con-
sistency and quality in mechanical testing by defining the scope
and purpose of tests including the types of materials, compo-
nents, or products covered as well as the intended applications
and industries. Requirements for the testing equipment includ-
ing considerations for calibration, accuracy, precision, capacities,
control units, environmental conditions are specified as well as
parameters with respect to sample preparation, geometry, and
testing conditions.

Since the engineering community invests significantly in gen-
erating valuable materials test data, it should be well structured
for comprehensive reuse. However, there is potential improve-
ment concerning aspects of data capture, preservation, and shar-
ing. Therefore, data management and handling techniques, such
as SWT, ontologies, and data schema, are increasingly explored
for usage in mechanical testing (see Section 3). They are sup-
posed to complement existing test specifications and
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corresponding materials testing standards, respectively.[17]

Accordingly, there is a growing emphasis on data standardiza-
tion, interoperability, and automation in modern materials
research. Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques are increasingly being applied to analyze vast datasets
and discover hidden patterns. Additionally, efforts to implement
digital twins, that is, virtual replicas of physical materials or struc-
tures, facilitate predictive modeling and testing under different
conditions.

These developments, especially with regard to data acquisi-
tion, processing, and management connected to facilitated reus-
age (“downstream usage”), are valid for and affect all
(mechanical) test methods.[18] Hence, the considerations toward
digitalized, machine-actionable, and semantically supported
recording and processing of test values in this study may be uni-
versally applicable to various test methods.

2.2. Tensile Testing

Tensile testing is a fundamental and widely used technique in
the field of MSE to evaluate the mechanical properties of materi-
als. Its historical development spanning over decades, coupled
with modern advancements, has led to its widespread use in
research, industry, and quality control.[19–21] It involves subject-
ing a sample of the material to an axial load (tensile force), gen-
erally to fracture, while measuring the resulting deformation to
determine one or more intrinsic mechanical properties.[5] This
process provides valuable information on the behavior of a mate-
rial under tension as well as important characteristic values used
for the appropriate design of technical components, such as its
strength, ductility, elasticity, and fracture properties.

Hence, tensile testing plays a crucial role in materials research
for reasons of material characterization, performance prediction,
material selection, quality control, as well as general material
research, development, and design.[22–26] Standards on tensile test-
ing, such as, for example, the tensile test of metals at room tem-
perature in ISO 6892-1 (current version:[5]), define parameters such
as loading rates, test piece dimensions, and information to report.

Further development of tensile testing comes along with
developments in the field of data acquisition and management.
Moreover, the historical evolution of data acquisition in tensile
testing reflects the broader trajectory of technological advance-
ments in MSE, transitioning from manual methods and hand-
written notes to highly automated and sophisticated data
acquisition and analysis processes. Starting from manual stress
and strain calculations, early automation involved testing
machines equipped with dial gauges and load cells[27] and the
introduction of x–y plotters. With the advent of computers, data
acquisition began to shift toward digital methods. Load and
deformation measurements were recorded digitally, often stored
in simple and various file formats. This transition marked a sig-
nificant advancement in terms of accuracy and early data man-
agement. Connected thereto, the use of software tools enabled
researchers to perform data analysis and downstream usage
more efficiently. Load–deformation curves, stress–strain plots,
and other mechanical properties could be generated and visual-
ized digitally. However, data transfer between testing machines
and computers often required manual input and was simply

impossible or cumbersome, always leaving room for potential
errors.[28]

The current advent and adoption of electronic lab notebooks
(ELNs) and laboratory information management systems (LIMS)
streamline the data generation and management process
(see Section 2.3).[29–31] Researchers may now directly import data
from testing machines into digital platforms, eliminating the
need for manual transcription. This increases accuracy and
improves traceability of data. As MSE steadily becomes more
data intensive, the need to enhance their interoperability and
machine understandability is apparent. SWT, including ontolo-
gies and linked data, are currently being increasingly employed
to establish logical relationships between different types of data.
This allows for more sophisticated analysis, correlation, and pre-
diction on a computer-generated and machine basis intended to
foster the work of researchers.

2.3. ELN and LIMS

To facilitate effective data management and knowledge integra-
tion, ontologies have emerged as valuable tools for organizing
and representing information, especially with respect to charac-
terization methods (see Section 1). Furthermore, the intercon-
nection of ELNs and LIMS with ontologies offers a powerful
approach to streamline experimental workflows and enhance
data traceability even more. This also means that connecting
the data acquisition using ELN and LIMS to the data manage-
ment and further processing by applying an ontology leads to
a fully integrated digital data pipeline (“virtual testing lab”).[32]

Therefore, consideration and integration of ontologies in ELNs
and LIMS would be desirable and useful.

Since their introduction in the 1970s, ELN and LIMS have
undergone significant advancements to become powerful tools
for managing laboratory workflows and data.[18] While tradition-
ally employed in clinical and pharmaceutical labs, they have now-
adays found application in various scientific disciplines.[19]

However, their direct adoption in MSE faces challenges due
to the unique nature of materials research. To address this, spe-
cialized ELNs and LIMS platforms tailored to MSE are needed,
incorporating advanced data analysis capabilities, integration
with specialized instrumentation, flexibility for experimental
design, and seamless collaboration functionalities. This can be
provided by applying associated ontologies. As a result, modern
ELNs have evolved to meet these needs, supporting real-time data
transfer from advanced instruments, accommodating diverse
data formats, and offering extensive customization options for
researchers. Integration with modeling and simulation tools sup-
ported by facilitated data management due to ontology involve-
ment further enhances the synergy between experimental and
computational approaches in MSE. Hence, being the basis to
build such LIMS pipelines, the creation of meaningful ontologies
describing and representing materials characterization methods
is crucial.

3. Semantic Web Technologies and Ontologies

Ontologies offer a systematic and structured approach to address
data-related issues. In this context, data generated during tests as
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well as metadata, especially valuable concerning the reliability
and reproducibility of experiments and results, are incorporated.
Metadata provide important information on, for example, tools,
machines, institutions, environmental conditions, and inten-
tions involved in a test process. Thus, they are considered crucial
in experiment description and may even lead to the possibility of
uncovering unknown and unexpected effects and relations that
were not in the main focus of an experiment.

3.1. Benefits of SWT and Ontologies for Test Data
Management

The usage of ontologies and SWT when describing experimental
data, such as those originating from materials characterization
tests, especially leads to benefits concerning 1) data structuring,
2) reliability, 3) reproducibility, and 4) data reuse, integration,
and knowledge preservation.

By formalizing domain knowledge and capturing relevant con-
cepts, ontologies enable consistent data representation and sup-
port data structuring at a very granular level depending on the
depth of modeling. Classes and properties are defined and
thereby, a common understanding of processes and resulting
data is established, which leads to facilitated data integration.
A unique identification and elucidation of entities and relations
is mandatory to meet the FAIR principles. As such, ontologies
provide a common semantic framework for the description of
MSE experiments and data.

By providing a common language for describing materials and
experiments, ontologies promote the standardization of data.
This standardization enhances data interoperability across differ-
ent research groups, institutions, and databases. By adhering to
established ontologies, researchers can seamlessly exchange
data, compare results, and build upon existing knowledge.
MSE research often involves collaborations across multiple dis-
ciplines for which a shared understanding and facilitated inter-
disciplinary communication is provided by structured and
quasistandardized data. Researchers from diverse domains can
collaborate, exchange data, and combine their expertise to gain
deeper insights into materials properties and behavior.
Furthermore, data discovery is facilitated by enabling semantic
search and retrieval which is even possibly performed by
machines. By incorporating semantic annotations using ontolog-
ical concepts, experimental data becomes more easily discov-
erable and accessible. As a result, relevant datasets can be
identified efficiently, data reuse is fostered, and scientific prog-
ress is accelerated. In addition, the integration of heterogeneous
datasets is enabled, including experimental results, computa-
tional models, and literature data. By mapping data to ontological
concepts (“data mapping”), diverse data sources can be unified
which enables comprehensive analyses and cross-domain inves-
tigations. This integration enhances the efficiency of data-driven

materials research such as in simulation processes or analyses
that include AI approaches.

When modeled accordingly, ontologies provide the capacity of
capturing and encoding detailed experimental metadata, includ-
ing sample preparation methods, instrument settings, and mea-
surement protocols. By explicitly documenting these parameters
using agreed ontological terms, experiment reproducibility is
enhanced as experiments based on the recorded metadata can
be precisely replicated which ensures and preserves the accuracy
and reliability of the results. Moreover, explicit guidelines and
descriptions of the experimental process are provided since they
can be regained from the ontology-based description. Such onto-
logically represented protocols can be followed to reduce ambi-
guity and enhance the likelihood of obtaining consistent results
to validate scientific findings and promote transparency in mate-
rials research.

Finally, ontologies serve as valuable knowledge repositories,
ensuring the preservation and dissemination of experimental
findings. By capturing the semantics and context of data, they
facilitate long-term data preservation in a simple and contextual
form which enables future researchers to access, understand,
and build upon past experiments. This promotes scientific prog-
ress and reduces redundancy in experimental efforts. SWT and
the usage of ontologies in the field of MSE hold great potential for
advancing materials research and accelerating scientific
discovery.[33]

3.2. Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Triples

In the realm of SWT, the resource description framework
(RDF)[34] created by the RDF working group[35] of the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C)[36] is a fundamental technology
that enables the representation and exchange of knowledge in
a structured and machine-understandable manner. It was devel-
oped as a standard model for data interchange on the web.[37–39]

RDF extends the linking structure of the web to use uniform
resource identifiers (URIs) to name the relationship between
things as well as the two ends of the link which is usually referred
to as a “triple” (see Figure 1). This simple model allows struc-
tured and semistructured data to be mixed, exposed, and shared
across different applications.

This linking structure forms a directed graph in which the
edges represent the named link between two resources that
are represented by the graph nodes. This graph view is the easiest
possible mental model for RDF and is often used in easy-to-
understand visual explanations.

Hence, RDF employs a simple and powerful data model in its
core, organizing information as subject–predicate–object triples.

In this paradigm, each triple consists of the three components.
1) Subject: The subject represents the resource or entity being
described denoted by URI to unambiguously identify it. It serves
as the focal point of the triple and forms the foundation for

Figure 1. Triple of subject–predicate (property)–object with example according to RDF.
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expressing relationships with other resources. 2) Predicate
(Property): In the style of the syntax of natural languages, the
predicate represents the relationship or attribute between the
subject and the object. Predicates are also identified by URIs
and define the semantics of the relationship. Therefore, in
SWT, they are usually referred to as “object properties” if point-
ing to resources or blank nodes or “data properties” if pointing to
literals. 3) Object: The object represents the “value” or a concep-
tual object of the property and can be either another resource
identified by URI or a literal value, such as, for example, strings
(concatenation of characters) or (scalar) numbers.

In the triple given exemplary in Figure 1, the subject is rep-
resented by the URI http://example.org/NomenNescio, referring to
an individual named Nomen Nescio. The predicate in between
them, denoted by the URI http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name, indi-
cates the property “name” from the Friend of a Friend (FOAF)[40]

ontology vocabulary.
The object is the literal value “Nomen Nescio” which represents

the name of the individual.
RDF triples form a graph-based data structure, allowing for

the creation of interlinked and interconnected knowledge
graphs. This graph-based representation fosters the flexibility
and expressiveness of RDF, enabling the seamless integration
of diverse datasets and the creation of a web of interconnected
knowledge.

To represent RDF data in a human readable and writable for-
mat, the turtle (triple in turtle [TTL]) notation is often employed.
TTL is a widely used serialization format for RDF that provides a
concise and intuitive syntax for encoding RDF triples and con-
structs such as lists and blank nodes (BNodes).[41,42] In TTL, tri-
ples are expressed in a subject–predicate–object order, with each
triple terminated by a period. Furthermore, it allows for the use
of prefix declarations to abbreviate long URIs to improve
readability.

An example of the RDF triple in Figure 1 in TTL notation is as
follows (Figure 2).

Therein, the prefix declaration @prefix foaf: http://xmlns.com/
foaf/0.1/ allows to use foaf: as a shorthand for the FOAF name-
space URI (Figure 2).

The triple itself is written similarly to the previous example,
making it more concise and user friendly.

All in all, the subject–predicate–object triple model of the RDF
serves as the foundation for representing knowledge on the
Semantic Web. The turtle notation provides a convenient and
efficient way to encode RDF triples while facilitating the creation
and exchange of structured knowledge in a clear and concise
manner. Hence, the Semantic Web fostering a new era of data
integration, knowledge discovery, and enhanced machine under-
standing grounds its success on the usage of RDF.

3.3. Types of Ontologies

In connection with the digital transformation to facilitate and
increase the efficiency of materials development and materials
design, the focus is particularly on the reuse or re-evaluation
of data on materials and processes in different contexts. This
requires interoperability of data in order to be able to use them
in different application areas and tools. Therefore, and to comply
with the FAIR principles for data management, the creation of
references and relations of semantic concepts between different
ontologies is expedient in addition to a data structuring that is
based on standardized vocabulary as far as possible.

Accordingly, modularizable and extensible ontologies are cru-
cial tools for implementing the FAIR principles. They allow to
semantically structure and annotate raw data, processed data,
and context data using a shared, consistent, and understandable
vocabulary based on fundamental concepts.[43–45] In this context,
there are different types and levels of ontologies. 1) Top-level
ontologies are overarching, agnostic, and describe general con-
cepts that are useful in many domains. 2) Midlevel or core ontol-
ogies represent abstract domain concepts at an intermediate level
that allow the complex and expressive domain ontologies to be
interconnected. One of such is the core ontology of the
MaterialDigital platform (PMD Core Ontology [PMDco]).[46,47]

3) Domain or domain-specific ontologies are developed based
on explicit expert knowledge and represent concepts that belong
to specific domains, for example, distinct processes, research,
and testing methods.

Thus, this knowledge is prepared in a generally understand-
able and sustainable way. With the help of a link between the
created domain and higher-level ontologies, data from different
sources can be easily found, shared, reused, and analyzed based
on commonly used vocabulary. Furthermore, various alternative
ontologies may exist for one and the same subject matter within a
domain, such as test methods, production processes, and mate-
rial descriptions. They may refer to each other extensively or par-
tially, be linked to each other, or exist independently. These can
be selected arbitrarily and deliberately by users if they are suitable
with respect to the corresponding requirements. When develop-
ing ontologies describing standardized test procedures, such as
the tensile test, consistency should always be sought, that is, all
concepts, their relations, symbols, and units leading to correct
syntax and semantics should be defined following the associated
test standard, and references to the corresponding glossary
should be given.

3.4. Terminology, Assertions, and Shapes

To exploit the full potential of data combined with semantic tech-
nologies, DL are to be used. DL is a family of knowledge repre-
sentation formalisms used in various digitalization fields, such
as AI and computer science, to model and reason about the con-
cepts, relationships, and properties of objects within a domain.
DLs are widely employed in SWT, ontology engineering, and
knowledge-based systems.[48–52]

The two main components of a DL knowledge base are the
terminological box (T-Box) and the assertional box (A-Box).
The T-Box defines the terminology of a knowledge base. It isFigure 2. Exemplary RDF TTL notation.
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a set of terminological axioms that describe the hierarchical rela-
tionships, classes, and general concepts within the domain. The
T-Box contains statements that assert subsumption relationships
between classes by representing how one class is related to
another. To express such relationships, object properties (see
Section 3.2) are used. These relationships establish a taxonomy
or a partial order among the classes connected by object proper-
ties. Typically, the T-Box includes the following types of axioms:
1) subsumption axioms specify that one class is a subclass of
another; 2) equivalence axioms assert that two classes are equiv-
alent, meaning they have the same instances; 3) disjointness axi-
oms specify that two classes have no common instances; and
4) role hierarchy axioms define hierarchical relationships
between roles (properties) and may be included in the T-Box
of more expressive DLs. Hence, the T-Box provides the structural
framework for organizing knowledge that enables automated
reasoning to infer new facts based on the relationships defined
in the taxonomy.

The A-Box represents the assertional knowledge about individ-
uals (individual instances or objects) within the domain. It con-
tains assertions about the membership of instances in different
classes and the relationships between instances.

A-Box statements usually include 1) concept assertions indi-
cating that a specific individual belongs to a particular class
and 2) role assertions describing the relationships between
individuals.

The A-Box allows the representation of specific facts and
instances within the domain, enabling the knowledge

base to describe concrete situations or instances of the
concepts defined in the T-Box. As such, the T-Box defines the
fundamental existence and possible occurrence of things that
are represented in the A-Box, if there is a manifestation thereof
that needs to be considered. For instance, a tangible tensile test-
ing machine physically present in a laboratory could be digitally
represented as tte:tensileTestingMachine_1 in the A-Box as an
instance of the (T-Box) concept (class) for the tensile testing
machine tto:TensileTestingMachine. This A-Box instance
tte:tensileTestingMachine_1 could then be linked to other A-Box
instances, for example, to an instance tte:grips_1, which is
assigned to the pmd:Grips class defined in the T-Box and linked
to the instance tte:tensileTestingMachine_1 via the object property
pmd:component. For further details, see Figure 3 in Section 4.3.

By combining the T-Box and A-Box, DL provides a robust and
formal framework for knowledge representation and reasoning,
allowing systems to make logical inferences, perform consis-
tency checks, and answer complex queries within a given
domain. DLs are the foundation for ontology languages and
are essential for building intelligent systems.

Hence, semantic rules may be implemented to RDF graphs
enhancing the expressiveness and interoperability of linked data.
Powerful approaches to achieve this are through the utilization of
standards such as the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL)[53]

and the general purpose modeling language for linked data
linkML.[54]

SHACL is an integral part of the W3C Semantic Web stand-
ards and provides a mechanism to define constraints on RDF

Figure 3. Processing nodes used in TTO; terminological box (T-Box) and assertional box (A-Box); specific color coding is used to differentiate ontology
concepts/classes: gray: basic ontology class; blue: PROV-O classes; turquois: PMDco classes; salmon colored: TTO classes on T-Box level; light gray:
instances on A-Box level.
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graphs. These constraints, expressed as shapes, allow the speci-
fication of rules that A-Box instances have to adhere to, for exam-
ple, governing the structure, datatypes, and cardinality of
properties associated with specific classes. For instance, one
can define that instances of a particular class should have a man-
datory property or that a certain property must have values within
a specified range. This enforces semantic integrity and facilitates
more accurate and meaningful data representation. LinkML
focuses the modeling and representation of linked data schemas.
It provides a framework for defining ontologies and facilitates the
incorporation of semantics into the modeling process. LinkML
can be seamlessly integrated with SHACL to enhance the expres-
siveness of constraints and further refine the semantics associ-
ated with ontological classes. Accordingly, the combination of
SHACL and linkML allows to create comprehensive and seman-
tically rich ontologies and graphs.

3.5. Roadmap for Ontology Creation

When developing ontologies to semantically represent content
matters such as test methods, production processes, and material
descriptions, some general aspects may be considered, and a
common path of ontology development (recommended guide-
line) can be followed.

In ontology development, sources of information and knowl-
edge typically used in the fields of sciences and research are
applied, such as scientific literature, standards describing mate-
rials and processes, technical manuals, and knowledge of
(domain) experts. Representing the basis of research, scientific
literature usually provides terms, denotations, definitions, and
relationships of entities regarded in a specific domain. When
developing ontologies for distinct procedures such as test meth-
ods, corresponding test standards are very helpful for the defini-
tion and description of parameters and entities within the
ontology since they usually contain standardized definitions of
the terminology and symbols used that are specific to the pro-
cesses considered in a dedicated list within the standardization
document. Furthermore, the relationships between entities, their
explicit usage, and how they interact are described in the text
body of the standard in natural language. In particular, the agree-
ment made on terms and definitions by an expert standardiza-
tion committee inherent to standards is beneficial. As another
aspect, manuals of machines involved within processes may indi-
cate distinct steps that need to be respected and thus, modeled in
the ontology when describing those processes. Moreover, specific
parameters, machine settings, and metadata helping to under-
stand and reproduce the process may be obtained therefrom.
Furthermore, the experience and knowledge of experts need
to be considered during ontology creation likely allowing to
represent requirements, actions, and specific information
concerning processes in the best possible manner. Working with
real-world data, systems, and applications, only domain experts
possess the experience that provides valuable insights into the
challenges, nuances, and complexities of representing domain
knowledge in a formal ontology. By drawing on practical experi-
ence, experts can identify relevant use cases, scenarios, and
requirements that shape the design and scope of the ontology.
In particular, experts are able to identify patterns, structures,

trends, and correlations underlying processes and resulting data
to model. Hence, domain experts know every single action that is
usually performed in the laboratory. Concerning tensile testing,
for instance, the straight alignment of the specimens during
clamping can be important, so that the introduction of a “grips
alignment” process into the ontology may be advantageous since
this process may affect the test results. Using this knowledge,
clear, unambiguous concepts, and relationships can be defined
within the ontology ensuring to capture the necessary informa-
tion. Interdisciplinary knowledge and perspectives of domain
experts may enrich the ontology by incorporating connections,
analogies, and synergies.

Starting from these sources of knowledge, the process of
ontology development in a specific domain can be performed.
This includes the steps of 1) gathering information and identify-
ing entities and parameters to be included, 2) structuring and
finding categories and subcategories, 3) visualizing the process
to be described for verification, 4) creating a thesaurus, and
5) converting this into the machine-actionable web ontology lan-
guage (OWL) based on RDF.

The identification and listing of process-relevant parameters
can be done using classical tabular tools and should include a
categorization. In this respect, all necessary process parameters
are supposed to be considered in detail, such as nominal param-
eters having necessarily to be set to run an experiment and pro-
cess and measurements performed during the process. To add
the correct syntax and semantics, symbols and units can be
defined according to the standard, if applicable, and the defini-
tions of terms as well as references to corresponding glossaries
are to be given. For the subsequent creation and definition of a
taxonomy as well as to find all required relations between con-
cepts and entities, the use of a visualization is recommended.
For this purpose, any drawing tools can be used, in principle,
regardless of whether they are digital or analogous. However,
digital tools include the benefits of facilitated sharing of docu-
ments and information between coworkers and simplified data
handling in subsequent development steps. This is followed by
the binding formalization in a thesaurus in which the definitions
and relations of entities, concepts, and their relations are
explicitly noted in natural language. Based on the thesaurus, rep-
resenting controlled and shared vocabulary and knowledge
within the specific domain regarded, all these considerations
are finally transformed into an ontology using specific tools
(Section 3.6). At the latest at this point, well-known resources
should be checked for the availability of suitable ontologies that
could be reused, for example, by browsing GitHub reposito-
ries[55] or ontology publication platforms such as MatPortal.[56]

Moreover, and in any case, the semantic interconnection to
higher-level ontologies, such as top-level and midlevel ontologies,
should be considered. Due to the focus on SWT in recent years
and the corresponding rapid development in this field, a
lot of powerful ontologies were created that can be applied
nowadays.[57,58] Following standardized requirements for top-
level ontologies,[59] the basic formal ontology is even standard-
ized in ISO/IEC 21838-2.[60] At least, a partial integration of
semantic concepts well defined in such ontologies is worth
considering. This way, further interoperability is facilitated
(cf. Section 3.3).
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3.6. Tools

3.6.1. Protégé

For ontology creation, the software tool “Protégé”[61] of Stanford
University is recommendable. It is a widely used and powerful
ontology development tool that allows the construction of a
taxonomic order of concepts and properties in a hierarchical
visualization. Foreign ontologies already existing can be easily
imported directly or indirectly. Protégé is designed to support
the creation, editing, and management of ontologies. It is advan-
tageous when creating new classes, object properties, and
data properties to the ontology as well as when including anno-
tations to classes and properties such as labels, definitions, and
information sources. Furthermore, if required, new knowledge
can be derived with the help of reasoning and inference, that
is, by creating implicit from explicit knowledge using DL.
An intuitive and user-friendly interface makes Protégé accessible
to both novice and expert ontology developers. Furthermore, it
allows users to tailor the interface within the scope of function-
alities to suit their specific needs and preferences. Another
advantage of the tool is the support of a modular plug-in archi-
tecture, enabling the integration of additional features and
extensions. Users can enhance the capabilities of the tool by
installing various plug-ins for ontology visualization, reasoning,
and more. In particular, automated reasoning is supported that
allows to infer new knowledge based on the axioms and rules
given in the ontology and, especially, helps in detecting inconsis-
tencies and errors in the ontology with the “explain” feature,
ensuring its overall quality.

3.6.2. Ontopanel

Among others, the graphical tool “Ontopanel”[62,63] can be used
advantageously for visual ontology development. Ontopanel is a
web-based plugin for the open chart drawing application
diagrams.net (draw.io)[64] that simplifies the development of pat-
terns, shapes, and schemata and method graph creation for
domain experts. Originally designed within the frame of the
Materials-open-Laboratory project[65] to address challenges
faced with MSE domain ontology development, it is now versatile
and applicable to various domains. The plugin consists of
three tool parts: 1) “Library” for ontology conceptualization,
2) “EntityManager” for importing and reusing entities from exist-
ing ontologies, and 3) “Convertor” for converting method
graphs into OWL and performing validation and data mapping.
As such, Ontopanel combines the features of supplying
users with a free drawing tool and allowing direct ontology
conversion. The built-in converter transforms drawn ontology
graphs directly into an RDF file including validation, that is,
the convertor also checks for consistency with OWL rules.
The Ontopanel service is available online, and its source code
is openly shared on GitHub under the Apache-2.0 license.
Hence, the key features of Ontopanel include easy graph
creation, efficient data mapping, and error detection,
streamlining the ontology development process and promoting
broader acceptance of semantic data structuring for domain
experts.

3.6.3. Scripts

In principle, ontologies can also be created by directly writing
them triple by triple in a text-based format. This is not only pos-
sible but commonly done using RDF/XML, TTL, and
Manchester syntax (cf. Section 3.2). Writing ontologies triple
by triple can be especially useful for small-scale or simple ontol-
ogies, as it allows for direct and explicit control over the knowl-
edge representation. Even small parts of larger ontologies may be
directly written that way to create small examples for discussions
in community-driven approaches facilitating the modeling of
crucial knowledge. However, for large and complex ontologies,
writing triples manually may become confusing, cumbersome,
and prone to errors. For more extensive ontologies, a practical
approach to generate the RDF triples programmatically is to
use scripts, such as, for example, scripts based on Python pro-
gramming language. Several RDF libraries are available, such
as RDFLib, that facilitate working with RDF data and triples
programmatically. Applying (Python) scripts, the ontology struc-
ture can be defined and classes, properties, individuals, and their
relationships can be created easily using code. The script can
then generate the corresponding RDF triples and output them
to a text file or directly insert them into a triple store. Scripts
can also be used for simultaneous data mapping. Therefore, data
obtained in an arbitrary data format may be preprocessed, for
example, by read-in and data transformation, and directly
included in the graph, connecting concepts from the ontology
and data. Hence, only one script may be needed to create
RDF-formatted data connected to a specific ontology from test
data that originated from several sources and obtained in differ-
ent data formats. Such script-based data processing is particularly
advantageous for original data in recurring structures, for exam-
ple, when data from test methods are considered that are repeat-
edly performed in the same way in an institution.

Accordingly, data handling using scripts has several advan-
tages such as automation, maintainability, reusability, and data
integration. However, the validity and consistency of generated
RDF triples with the intended ontology structure are essential to
be ensured. Proper validation and testing are necessary and rec-
ommended to avoid errors in the resulting ontology (“ontology
evaluation”).

3.6.4. Ontology Evaluation

Various approaches are available to ensure data integrity and
semantic coherence, especially addressing consistency with tech-
nical rules and domain-related data reliability, for example, after
interconnecting data originating from different sources. For a
technical, rule-based check, tools or libraries that validate RDF
triples against the constraints specified in the ontology can be
used, such as the OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner.[66] This tool automat-
ically diagnoses OWL ontologies and helps developers to evaluate
ontologies focusing on newcomers and those not familiar with
DL and ontology implementation languages. Concerning data
integrity, resulting files may be inspected manually. Such a
human review of triples on a sample basis allows to identify
inconsistencies that automated validation might miss. To sup-
port this, unit and sample data testing can be utilized.
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Therein, various scenarios and edge cases can be covered, and
datasets with known outcomes (RDF representations) may be
used to ensure that the conversion logic produces valid RDF tri-
ples by querying and comparing the results with the expectations.
Furthermore, data reconciliation techniques such as conflict res-
olution algorithms and semantic reconciliation can be used in
some cases. The first aim to identify and resolve conflicts is
by applying predefined rules, strategies, or optimization criteria
but their selection depends on the nature of the data conflicts and
the specific requirements of the application. The latter focuses on
ensuring that concepts, properties, and relationships are aligned
with the semantics given in the ontology. Thereby, the concept
matching is supposed to be double checked, that is, the key maps
and corresponding passages in the script connecting ontology
concepts to those given in the data have to be checked for all dif-
ferent sources.

3.6.5. Data Transformation Pipeline

For the purpose of transforming data obtained from characteri-
zation methods to RDF data, the structure of a pipeline that con-
sists of an interconnection of various tools for data handling is
suitable. Therein, tools can be used sequentially, and such a pipe-
line may be advantageous when processing data that changes
slightly in format, size, and number of files.

Such a pipeline was also created in the frame of the PMD proj-
ect by developing and applying individual tools (“microservices”).
Starting with data generated in characterization tests, all infor-
mation belonging to a dataset is collected first and a native, dis-
ordered JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)[67] file is created.
Again, the input files may originate from several data sources
of arbitrary formats such as csv, xlsx, and pdf. JSON is a text-
based and language-independent data exchange format. It was
derived from the ECMAScript programming language standard
and defines a small set of formatting rules for the portable repre-
sentation of structured data. In particular, it is human and
machine readable.

In order to organize terms and standardize the contents of the
JSON file, it is converted into a canonical JSON (canonicaliza-
tion) in a next step using the TTO. Therefrom, a key map was
formed which helps to replace terms used in a given file with
shared and distinctly defined terms (common vocabulary) for
the purpose of harmonization and is thus specifically related
to this file. Subsequently, the contents of the canonical JSON file
can be linked to the semantic concepts by addressing URIs stored
in an ontology. This mapping process links data values to their
universally valid, uniform, and, if necessary, standardized name,
to which a unique identifier is assigned (instance URI). This way,
an RDF file is created which can be stored in a special database
(triple store).

A significant advantage of building such a pipeline in the form
of microservices (individual tools) is the possibility of using them
from a certain arbitrary point or only certain microservices. For
instance, if data from material characterization tests are already
generated in a structured and unified form, possibly resulting
from the use of an electronic lab book, a canonical JSON may
be available, and an ontology mapping needs to be performed
only. Furthermore, the triple store could be used only to publish

semantically structured data that has already been generated
using other methods.

4. Tensile Test Ontology (TTO) Development

Since standards provide a profound basis for the development of
ontologies representing a distinct process by taking the classic
steps within the ontology development path (Section 3.5), the
well-known ISO 6892-1:2019-11[5] standard describing the tensile
test of metals at room temperature was selected to develop the
TTO. Furthermore, a “preferable data structure” in terms of
the categorization of typical data resulting from a tensile test
was developed in cooperation with the German standardization
committee being directly involved in the development and revi-
sion of the corresponding test standard. This data structure
depicts the view of MSE experts on how tensile test data is sup-
posed to be categorized and which data may be recorded and pro-
vided by test operators to obtain a comprehensive tensile test
dataset.

The TTO was designed on the basis of the midlevel ontology
PMDco.[31,35] Accordingly, ontological PMDco concepts are
reused and newly created concepts specific to the tensile test
are connected thereto. This way, the TTO extends the PMDco.
Vice versa, some general MSE and characterization method con-
cepts originating from the consideration of the tensile test were
directly included in the PMDco.

The PMDco is an ontology comprising a comprehensive
vocabulary for MSE developed through community consensus
and collaboration with MSE experts. It provides a standardized
foundation for representing MSE concepts and knowledge in
a structured manner, making it highly understandable for
domain experts. The ontology incorporates midlevel classes that
act as connectors between domain-specific and common higher-
level ontologies (see Section 4.3, Figure 4). Its persistent and
unique concept identifiers, enabling reliable and long-lasting
referencing and linking of concepts, are accessible through
the PMDco namespace https://w3id.org/pmd/co/. The class layout
of the PMDco aligns with the higher-level PROV ontology
(PROV-O) of the W3C which ensures a clear, well-organized,
and reliable basis for the ontology. Furthermore, the PMDco lev-
erages existing resources by incorporating elements from popu-
lar task and domain ontologies such as the ontologies of
Quantities, Units, Dimensions, and Types (QUDT)[68] and
Chemical Entities of Biological Interest.[69] This reuse of ontol-
ogies establishes a bridge between different knowledge domains
and facilitates the representation and interoperability of tensile
test data.

For the development of the TTO, Protégé, Ontopanel, as well
as other visual tools mainly used for discussions within the MSE
community were applied (Section 3.6).

4.1. Tensile Test Data Structure

Considering the ISO 6892-1 standard for the tensile test of metals
at room temperature, a general data structure describing the ten-
sile test was created. As a first level of categorization, tensile test
data was divided into primary data, secondary data, and meta-
data. This first-level, basic data structure may also be universally
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valid for other MSE characterization methods. Primary data was
defined as data directly acquired during a tensile test by sensors
such as, for example, time, force, and length, and completed by
data acquired before and after a test referring to the geometry of

the test piece such as, for example, the original and final thick-
ness or diameter of a test piece, respectively. Hence, primary data
describes data generated necessarily as a direct result of a test.
Furthermore, primary data may also be denoted as “raw data.”

Figure 4. Value objects defined in TTO specific to the tensile test; specific color coding is used to differentiate ontology concepts/classes: gray: basic
ontology class; blue: PROV-O classes; turquois: PMDco classes; salmon colored: TTO classes.
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Secondary data refers to characteristic values and results that
were determined by equations and algorithms in a typical analy-
sis procedure using primary data and metadata of a tensile test.
Metadata describes attributes and additional data concerning the
test such as the testing system, the test piece, and the laboratory
which allow the evaluation of the quality and reliability of the
measurements as well as a systematic search in a database.
Following the usual definition of metadata being data that pro-
vides information about other data,[70] tensile test metadata is
supposed to provide information on the specific tensile test per-
formed and describe and relate the data obtained therefrom.

4.2. Fundamental Design Principles

In accordance with the general modeling approach of the
PMDco, some fundamental design principles were followed in
TTO development. As a result, TTO development follows a com-
prehensive approach that emphasizes interconnection, interop-
erability, and reusability. To achieve clarity, the classes and
object properties are used in a condensed number to avoid
unnecessary complexity, while utilizing generic and well-
established concepts, classes, and object properties from
higher-level ontologies such as the PMDco whenever possible.
This also ensures consistency and compatibility with existing
knowledge frameworks, including datatype definitions. For
improved human readability, every concept in TTO is annotated
by labels using rdfs:label (RDFS namespace: http://www.w3.org/
2000/01/rdf-schema#) and definitions using skos:definition
(SKOS namespace: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#). If
applicable, examples for the usage of the respective concept
are incorporated via skos:example, providing practical instances
for better understanding. Hence, class definitions are enriched
with MSE domain knowledge, using both human-readable def-
initions in natural language (skos:definition) and implementing
class relations. With respect to this, the reference to the standard
is indicated in each case using the annotation property
pmd:definitionSource. Human-readable identifiers, such as labels
and class/object property designations, enhance queryability and
make the ontology more accessible to users. By applying the
PMDco as midlevel ontology, a solid foundation for the ontology
is ensured and compatibility with other knowledge representa-
tions is fostered.

4.3. Classes and Properties

Following the general modeling approach of the PMDco and
using the classes pmd:Process, pmd:Object, pmd:ProcessingNode,
and pmd:ValueObject,[31] several classes were added that allow
for a semantic representation of the tensile test. In particular,
tensile test specific classes were included subordinate to the clas-
ses of “processing nodes” and “value objects” (Figure 3 and 4).
Processing node types typically applied during a tensile test are
depicted in Figure 3. Besides using classic measuring devices
such as a caliper and a micrometer gauge to obtain the dimen-
sions of a tensile test piece, a tensile testing machine is naturally
essential to perform a tensile test. The tensile testing machine
may feature additional components to be considered such as
grips for test piece attachment, a load cell, and an extensometer.

They can be semantically linked to the tensile testing machine
using the object property pmd:component. As provided for in
the PMDco, metadata information on the processing nodes such
as serial numbers and other identifiers of the equipment, docu-
ments describing calibration status details, and working range as
well as capacity information can be linked using the pmd:charac-
teristic object property and the corresponding classes.

Being on the same semantic level as pmd:TestingMachine, the
class tto:TensileTestNode was added as an additional intermediate
class between pmd:ProcessingNode and tto:TensileTestingMachine
to include another layer allowing an enhanced querying.
This is in accordance with the modeling approach of explicitly
describing processing nodes and assigning them to their
intended usage. The class tto:TensileTestNode allows to query
explicitly for the essential processing nodes required to perform
a tensile test.

Most classes specific to tensile testing were added as sub-
classes of pmd:ValueObject (Figure 4). This is reasonable since
the generic pmd:ValueObject class is intended to link processes,
processing nodes, and associated input and output objects.
As such, pmd:ValueObject instances are information carriers to
specific data and metadata. Hence, the classes added with
respect to TTO represent (meta)data required to describe the
(characteristic) values, results, and additional test information
usually obtained from tensile tests. Therefore, they are elemen-
tary components of the TTO. Some TTO classes specify already
existing classes in the PMDco in more detail, such as those
describing the dimensions of the test piece and the test setup,
for example, tto:OriginalDiameter, tto:DiameterAfterFracture
as subclasses of pmd:Diameter and tto:GaugeLength, and
tto:ParallelLength as subclasses of pmd:Length with their own
subclasses, respectively. Other classes were directly subordinated
as subclasses to pmd:ValueObject such as, for example,
tto:TensileStrength and tto:YieldStrength. However, the latter are
related to the pmd:Stress class using semantic references to
ensure consistency with MSE knowledge.

During the creation of the classes in the TTO, the data struc-
ture developed from the contemplation of the associated stan-
dard (Section 4.1) was advantageous, especially to represent
the MSE knowledge in the correct way and to ensure complete-
ness of information required.

When creating ontologies to describe characterization
methods applied in MSE, specific considerations may arise, as
in the case of the modulus of elasticity and the slope of the elastic
part in a stress–strain curve. Themodulus of elasticity is a general
material property. Therefore, the class pmd:ModulusOfElasticity is
included in the midlevel ontology PMDco. This property may be
determined from a tensile test by analyzing the slope of the linear
part of the stress–strain curve that represents the elastic deforma-
tion during the test. Hence, the class tto:SlopeOfTheElasticPart
specific to the tensile test was introduced to TTO. Both classes
are needed because only under certain conditions and following
respective regulations given in the standard, the slope of the elas-
tic part may be considered a value for the modulus of elasticity. In
such a case, an individual (instance) created that describes such a
value can be of the type of both classes (tte:mE_Instance_1
rdf:type tto:SlopeOfTheElasticPart and tte:mE_Instance_1 rdf:type
pmd:ModulusOfElasticity). If requirements conforming to the
standard for the determination of the modulus of elasticity from
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the slope of the elastic part in the stress–strain curve are not met,
the individual describing the valuemay only be assigned to the tto:
SlopeOfTheElasticPart class. Whether the requirements are met
can be decided based on the metadata associated with the partic-
ular test setup being used in this case. This also shows the impor-
tance of metadata and their consideration within a semantic
representation of an MSE characterization method such as the
tensile test.

Besides several classes, the TTO defines the object property
tto:relatesToExtension to extend the available set of object
properties inherited from the PMDco (Figure 5). Since object
properties in ontologies represent relationships between individ-
uals (instances) of different classes, the tto:relatesToExtension
object property is used to establish a specific relationship
between the two classes tto:ProofStrengthPlasticExtension and
tto:PercentageExtension. In this context, tto:relatesToExtension is
an object property specific to the tensile test which allows for a
more detailed description of the interplay between plastic defor-
mation and elongation. More precisely, this object property
supports in semantically representing the characteristic value
of proof strength plastic extension such as, for example, Rp0.2.

A line-by-line exploration of the object property definition
(Figure 5) provides insights into its application (the following
object properties refer to the subject tto:relatesToExtension,
respectively).

rdfs:subPropertyOf pmd:relatesTo:
The first line indicates that tto:relatesToExtension is a subprop-

erty of the property pmd:relatesTo inherited from PMDco. This
suggests that tto:relatesToExtension represents a more specific
or specialized relationship compared to the more abstract
pmd:relatesTo property.

rdfs:domain tto:ProofStrengthPlasticExtension:
This line specifies that the domain of the tto:relatesToExtension

property is the class tto:ProofStrengthPlasticExtension, that is, this
property is used to describe relationships between instances of
tto:ProofStrengthPlasticExtension and instances of the target class.

rdfs:range pmd:PercentageExtension:
This line indicates that the range of the tto:relatesToExtension

property is the class pmd:PercentageExtension. Thereby, the

“target class” is defined. This means that the property is used
to relate instances of tto:ProofStrengthPlasticExtension to instances
of pmd:PercentageExtension.

rdfs:isDefinedBy <https://w3id.org/pmd/tto>:
This line points to the location where the property is

defined, which is the ontology at https://w3id.org/pmd/tto
(TTO) in this case.

rdfs:label “relates To Extension”@en:
This line provides a human-readable label for the property,

which is “relates to extension” in English. This label provides
a descriptive name for the property.

In general, material properties are modeled as OWL classes in
the TTO. Hence, the class tto:ProofStrengthPlasticExtension repre-
sents a material property related to the proof strength of a mate-
rial during a tensile test (relation between instances of property
and test, respectively, implemented via pmd:output). The class tto:
PercentageExtension represents a material property related to the
extension of a material during a tensile test (relation between
instances of property and test, respectively, also implemented
via pmd:output). Extension, in this context, refers to the increase
in length of a test piece when subjected to tensile forces. It is
measured by applying an extensometer and expressed as a per-
centage of the extensometer gauge length (modeled as OWL class
tto:ExtensometerGaugeLength). According to the test standard, the
proof strength plastic extension must necessarily be related to the
value of percentage extension which, in addition, must always be
indicated. In particular, the well-known and often used value of
Rp0.2 describes the proof strength plastic extension at an exact
value of percentage extension of 0.2%. Hence, the individual
describing the Rp0.2 value (instance of type tto:Rp02) has to be
related to the OWL class tto:PercentageExtension and a value of
0.2%. To express this specific context, the tto:relatesToExtension
object property can be used.

To achieve more expressivity, some classes were defined using
the OWL “Equivalent To” clause. Some of these are given exem-
plary in Table 1.

4.4. Patterns and Shapes

Shapes and patterns are useful to unravel the intricacies of pro-
cess and instance connectivity (see Section 3.4). Therefore, the
PMDco used as higher-level ontology in this study offers essen-
tial patterns elucidating the relationships between processes and
instances, intended to serve as a foundational aspect of RDF
graph creation. In the TTO context, such patterns were used
and adapted to the specific shapes encountered in tensile tests.
This adaptation process is crucial in understanding and charac-
terizing the connectivity between processes and instances within
the unique context of tensile test shapes. The development of
these specialized patterns for TTO adds a layer of specificity,
addressing the nuances associated with the shapes involved in
tensile testing procedures.

Parts of the manifestation of these patterns used in TTO-based
graphs (A-Box) are depicted at a low granularity level in Figure 7.
Hence, this visual representation offers a first glimpse on how
these patterns are used when applied to the tensile test domain.
Formal shape descriptions and constraints with the use of pre-
vailing standards such as SHACL and linkML (see Section 3.4)

Figure 5. Code fragment defining object property tto:relatesToExtension in
OWL, turtle notation.
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are not implemented so far. However, the patterns, initially
derived from PMDco and partly adapted for TTO, are made avail-
able in a human-readable format using collaborative documen-
tation tools. As such, the latter are designed as a work of
reference for researchers.

5. Data Conversion: From the Lab to the
End User

To make data available in an interoperable, machine actionable,
and thus versatile manner, after their generation, they usually
have to be transformed into appropriate data formats and stored
in accessible databases. The transformation of data typically
obtained from material characterization methods in various,
arbitrary data formats into semantic data using ontologies is usu-
ally referred to as “data mapping” (cf. Section 3.1). More pre-
cisely, for each data individual, an instance is created that is
supposed to be assigned to concepts provided by the ontology.
Consistency with the ontology is ensured that way and the full
potential of semantic interoperability can be used, having a uni-
versal data format available.

Hence, in general terms, the goal is to create structured, uni-
versally formatted, and searchable data for subsequent usage,
such as evaluation (possibly in different contexts), simulation,
and publication. The generated data usually originate from dif-
ferent sources, such as different material characterization meth-
ods, are populated by humans (e.g., manually entering single
values) and machines (e.g., logged test series), and are mostly
available in different data formats. These have to be unified
and related to a common semantics for which ontologies are
essential.

In this study, selected tensile test data (see Section 5.1) are
mapped to the TTO (see Section 5.2) as a best practice example.
Moreover, RDF data created therefrom were fueled in a triple
store. Exemplary SPARQL queries were performed on this data
(see Section 5.3) in order to show queryability and consistency.

5.1. Experimental Data

The experimental tensile test data used for data mapping in this
study is part of a dataset provided in an open Zenodo reposi-
tory.[71] This dataset comprises data obtained from a series of

characterization tests performed on a plate of typical S355 (mate-
rial number: 1.0577) structural steel (designation of steel accord-
ing to DIN EN 10025-2:2019[72]). The tests include methods for
the determination of several mechanical properties, one of which
is the tensile test. The datasets were generated in the frame of the
PMD project. Hence, this data is especially supposed to provide a
basis for experimental data inclusion, conversion, and structur-
ing (data management and processing) that leads to semantical
expressivity, making it suitable for consideration in this study.

A total number of ten tensile tests including their analyses
were performed in accordance with ISO 6892-1:2019[5] at the
Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung, Berlin,
Germany.

The dataset contains various types of data related to tensile
tests. In accordance with the data structure and first-level ontol-
ogy structure, the data are organized in the three main categories
primary data, secondary data, andmetadata. As primary data, ten-
sile test measurements originating directly from the tensile test
machine (“raw data”) comprising typical test series of “time”,
“crosshead travel”, “force”, and “extensometer elongation” values
including unit information are given in comma-separated value
(CSV) format. The “secondary data” category includes diagrams
generated by plotting the primary data, providing an overview of
the behavior of each test piece and more detailed insights, for
example, for determining specific characteristic values such as
yield strength. Furthermore, test protocols and analysis results
of all the tensile tests performed are contained which are given
in XLSX data format. Metadata is given in the form of additional
information on the test and the equipment used as a list and
description of testing and measuring instruments stored in a
PDF file. Hence, representing usual circumstances in nowadays
material characterization efforts using classic test methods, a
bunch of different information given in different data formats
needs to be processed.

5.2. Data Mapping

In this study, an exemplary data mapping was performed using a
dataset comprising information on a total number of ten tensile
tests (cf. Section 5.1). For this data mapping, a Python script was
used to write the data triple by triple (cf. Section 3.6). Within the
script, the library RDFlib[73] well known to be advantageous for

Table 1. Class expression axioms[78] included in TTO; the axioms are expressed in Manchester syntax with a short description given in natural language,
respectively.

Class expression axioms Description

Class Tensile Test :participant some :TestPiece and :participant

some :TensileTestingMachine
The tensile test (process) has participants of type test piece and of type tensile testing

machine; an instance with these participants is a tensile test.

Class Rp0.2 :relatesToExtension some (pmd:value value 0.2f ) Rp0.2 relates to an instance of percentage extension that has to have
a value of exactly 0.2%.

Class Elongation :relatesTo some :OriginalGaugeLength Elongation relates to the original gauge length, because the elongation is measured
as a change of the original gauge length.

Class Percentage Reduction of Area ((:relatesTo some :OriginalThickness)
and (:relatesTo some :OriginalWidth)) or (:relatesTo some
:OriginalDiameter)

Percentage reduction of area relates to the cross-sectional area of the test piece
which is defined by the test piece dimension such as diameter, thickness, and width, depending

on the section shape of the test piece (circular, rectangular).
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data mapping was applied. For the implementation and execu-
tion of the Python script, the environment Jupyter Notebook
was used.

First, tensile test data was loaded from several source files in
various data formats (csv, xlsx, pdf ) using typical read-in techni-
ques of pandas library. Then, the resulting tabular data frame
containing all tensile test information available was iterated over
and variables were created describing the characteristic values
given in the data frame, respectively. Hence, each variable com-
prised one characteristic value or information including the
respective unit, if applicable, (e.g., the value “6” and the unit
“mm”) that needed to be assigned to an instance describing a
specific quality of the tensile test (e.g., “original thickness”).
Having all variables, that is, all necessary information on a spe-
cific tensile test, available, instances were created by generating a
URI and adding these instances to the knowledge graph, respec-
tively. Thereby, the instances were assigned to one or more clas-
ses (using rdf:type object property) in accordance with the TTO,
and values (and units) were assigned to the instances using the
corresponding variables. Furthermore, just-created instances
were interlinked with each other. For example, information on
the dimensions of the tensile test piece was linked to the tensile
test piece instance. Likewise, information on tensile strength,
maximum force, and yield strength was linked as outputs to
the tensile test process. Additionally, metadata such as informa-
tion on the project the tests were performed for, the institute they
were performed at, and the test machine they were performed
with were linked to the tensile test process using the pmd:char-
acteristic object property.

In Figure 6, an exemplary part of code is depicted that was
used for adding the information on the tensile strength Rm

obtained from one tensile test performed to the graph (“g”) by
defining various relationships and properties between different
entities and values.

In the first line, a new variable of type URI reference named
“RmIRI” is created. It concatenates the value of the
experimentIRI, another URI previously created to describe the
entire process (experiment), with the string “_tensileStrength”
to form the new URI.

In the next line, the first triple is added to the graph “g.” The
triple consists of the subject “RmIRI,” the rdf:type object property
to assign instances (subjects) to a certain class in the ontology,

and the object “pmd.TensileStrength.” This way, it is stated that
RmIRI is of type pmd:TensileStrength which is a class in TTO. The
next lines state that the instance of “RmIRI” is also of type pmd:
SecondaryData and pmd:Measurement. Using these types of assign-
ments, an instance representing a characteristic value resulting
from a characterization method is semantically described compre-
hensively in accordance with the PMDco modeling approaches.
This way, the tensile strength instance is attributed to its MSE pur-
pose by assigning it to the pmd:TensileStrength class which is fur-
ther described in TTO as well as to its data and value scopes,
respectively, to describe its function within the test procedure
and add another level of queryability. At this point it becomes clear
that an instance (“RmIRI” describing the characteristic value Rm)
can belong to several OWL classes.

The line “g.add((RmIRI, pmd.value, Literal(Rm,
datatype=XSD.float)))” adds a triple that associates the value in
the variable “Rm,” which is a floating-point numerical value,
as a “literal” with the “RmIRI’ URI. The property “pmd.value”
(datatype property pmd:value) is used to denote the relationship
between the resource and the value. Furthermore, a triple is
added that links the “RmIRI” resource to the unit “MegaPa”
(qudt:MegaPa, megapascals) in the subsequent line which repre-
sents the physical unit for the tensile strength (Rm) value.

In the last two lines, triples are added to the graph that link
instances already created beforehand within the script in order to
represent the tensile test process and the corresponding test
piece to the instance created to describe the tensile strength.
Accordingly, the “testpieceIRI” URI representing the tensile test
piece instance is linked to the “RmIRI” URI applying the pmd:
characteristic object property. Analogously, the “processIRI” URI
is linked to the “RmIRI” URI making use of the pmd:output
object property. In accordance with TTO and PMDco modeling,
a characteristic value obtained from a characterization method
such as the tensile test is semantically connected to the test pro-
cess as being an output of the process and defined as a charac-
teristic of the object (test piece) involved. This is reasonable, as
the value is a direct result of the test process and would not have
been known if the process had not been performed and since the
value represents a description of a property inherent to the tested
object which represents a specific material.

The result of this part of data mapping in the knowledge graph
is sketched in Figure 7. Therein, ontology classes of PMDco,
TTO, CSVW,[74] and QUDT are included in the T-Box as well
as associated instances in the A-Box.

For the tensile strength (Rm) represented by the instance tte:
Rm_1, a floating-point numerical value of 510 is given. The
instance is furthermore linked to the instance qudt:MegaPa rep-
resenting the unit megapascals in accordance with the QUDT
ontology.

Moreover, the dataset containing information on the tensile
test process (instance tte:tensileTestProcess_1) is instantiated in
tte:rawData_1 and linked as output to the process. The tte:
rawData_1 instance is further described by having a resource
(pmd:resource) tte:rawData_1_table which is of type (rdf:type)
csvw:table. The latter refers to the CSVW ontology used to
describe tabular data.

The depiction of the semantic modeling in Figure 7 is repre-
sentative for all characteristic values and information obtained
from the tensile tests performed. The result of the data

Figure 6. Part of code in Python script used for adding tensile strength
(Rm) data to the graph “g”; within the inner brackets of the “add”method,
a Python tuple is created from the three variables given, respectively.
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transformation implemented in the script is an RDF graph.
The graph can be queried using the semantic query language
SPARQL.

5.3. SPARQL Queries

Having tensile test data transformed into RDF data and ready in a
triple store, it can be queried using the semantic query language
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language). This was
made a standard by the RDF Data Access Working Group[75] of
the W3C and is recognized as one of the key technologies of the
Semantic Web. SPARQL allows for a query to consist of triple
patterns, conjunctions, disjunctions, and optional patterns.

It enables unique addressing of each concept contained and
the associated data values. SPARQL queries can be used directly
in the web surface of a triple store, if applicable, or in scripts via
an application programming interface (API) by addressing a
SPARQL endpoint. In this study, both variants were applied.
The Ontodocker[76] tool developed within the frame of the
PMD project was used as triple store. It provides both, a web
interface accessible by a simple web browser and an API for inte-
gration in a script. The SPARQL queries to be used are the same
in both cases.

As an example (Figure 8), a SPARQL query was selected that is
used to search for entities of type pmd:TensileTest (tensile test pro-
cesses) that have a relationship with entities of type pmd:
TestPiece. It is supposed to retrieve the corresponding pmd:
TensileStrength entities, along with their associated pmd:value
(bound in the variable ?rmVal) and pmd:unit (bound in the vari-
able ?unit), respectively.

Accordingly, in the first line of the SPARQL query, the prefix
“pmd” is defined and associated with the namespace URI
“https://w3id.org/pmd/co/.” This allows the shorthand notation
“pmd:” to be used later in the query. In the SELECT statement,
the variables are specified that the query will return as results.

In this case, four variables are requested for which are ?p, ?s,
?rmVal, and ?unit. These variables are specified in the next part
starting with the WHERE statement. Such a statement usually
marks the start of the pattern matching section of a query in
which the actual conditions for data retrieval are specified.

First, a pattern is defined where the variable ?s (subject of the
triple) is to be of type pmd:TestPiece. Hence, triples are sought for
which the subject is of type pmd:TestPiece which defines the first
constraint leading to a filtering of results. Next, the variable ?p is
supposed to be of type pmd:TensileTest and it has to have a rela-
tion pmd:input to the entity represented by ?s (next code line).
With these first lines in the WHERE statement, the data in
the triple store is filtered for test pieces that are connected to ten-
sile tests which declare that information on tensile tests is

Figure 8. Code fragment of SPARQL query to get a tensile test process
(?p), the associated test piece (?s), the value of tensile strength
(?rmVal), and the corresponding unit (?unit) in a table.

Figure 7. Semantic representation of the characteristic value of tensile strength (Rm) determined in a tensile test using TTO; specific color coding is used
to differentiate ontology concepts/classes: turquois: PMDco classes, orange: CSVW classes, salmon colored: TTO classes, green: QUDT classes on T-Box
level; light gray: instances on A-Box level.
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sought. In the next lines, the output of the tensile test that is to be
found is denominated and specified. Therefore, a pattern is
defined in which the variable ?p has a relation pmd:output to
an entity represented by ?output. The latter is then required
to be of type pmd:TensileStrength. For a human interpreter, it
may become clear at this stage that tensile strength values
obtained from tensile tests are supposed to be found with the
query. To get the values connected to the instance (?output) of
type pmd:TensileStrength, the next line defines a pattern where
the variable ?output has a pmd:value property linking it to the
value represented by ?rmVal. Thus, triples for which the subject
?output has a pmd:value property are sought. Finally, ?output is
defined to have a pmd:unit property linking it to another variable
represented by ?unit. After the WHERE clause, that is, the end of
the pattern matching section, the “ORDER BY ?rmVal” line indi-
cates that the query results should be ordered based on the values
of the variable ?rmVal (numerical value of the pmd:
TensileStrength entities, respectively), in ascending order.

A visualization of the SPARQL query (Figure 9) allows to trace
the individual search steps and the connections, that is, the
semantic references.

Furthermore, the tabular result of the SPARQL query depicted
in Figure 8 and 9 performed to the exemplary selected experimen-
tal data of this study (Section 5.1) is given in Table 2. For enhanced
human readability, prefixes tte (tte:https://w3id.org/pmd/
resource/tto/) as namespace for the associated instances and qudt
(qudt:http://qudt.org/vocab/unit/) as namespace for correspond-
ing units were defined to illustrate the results in Table 2.

It is worth mentioning that the processes, test pieces, and
units are instances that can be semantically referred to, as can
be seen from the usage of the respective URI (namespace prefix).
Only the associated values of the tensile strength (Rm values) are
given as literals (numerical values, “floats”).

6. Conclusion

The digital transformation in MSE has led to significant advance-
ments in materials development, design, and optimization,
driven by computer simulations, AI, and ML. These technolo-
gies, along with continuous improvements in hardware and soft-
ware, accelerate materials research. However, this digital
paradigm shift poses challenges related to quality, interoperabil-
ity, data reproducibility, and management. Furthermore, chal-
lenges arise in terms of user expertise, highlighting the need
for user-friendly tools.

To address these challenges, SWT, including ontologies, have
emerged as powerful tools inMSE. Ontologies provide a structured
representation of domain-specific concepts and relationships, facil-
itating machine-actionable knowledge representations, data inte-
gration, and harmonization. In materials characterization, first
efforts center on storing data according to standard-compliant
semantic representations. Accordingly, associated ontologies are
used to create interconnected knowledge graphs.

This study focuses on the TTO created within the PMD proj-
ect, which semantically represents the method of tensile testing
on metals at room temperature. The TTO is based on the PMDco
and developed in accordance with the test standard ISO 6892-1.
Hence, it provides a standardized vocabulary for tensile test
data, ensuring interoperability, transparency, and reproducibil-
ity. Being developed with a focus on interconnection and reus-
ability, this ontology includes classes and properties for a
comprehensive representation of tensile test data structured in

Figure 9. Visualization of the SPARQL query to get a tensile test process (?p), the associated test piece (?s), the value of tensile strength (?rmVal), and the
corresponding unit (?unit) in a table; classes are outlined with a solid line, instances are outlined with a dashed line; visualization obtained directly from
the Python script using sparqlgraphviz library.[77]

Table 2. Result of exemplary-selected SPARQL query to obtain Rm values
and corresponding units associated with tensile test processes
(experiments) and test pieces; namespace prefixes used are tte:https://
w3id.org/pmd/resource/tto/ and qudt:http://qudt.org/vocab/unit/.

Process Test piece Rm value Unit

tte:tto-tt-S355-1_process tte:testpiece/Zx1 514 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-2_process tte:testpiece/Zx2 504 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-3_process tte:testpiece/Zx3 504 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-4_process tte:testpiece/Zx4 519 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-5_process tte:testpiece/Zy1 508 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-6_process tte:testpiece/Zy2 507 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-7_process tte:testpiece/Zy3 505 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-8_process tte:testpiece/Zy4 514 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-9_process tte:testpiece/Zd2 515 qudt:MegaPa

tte:tto-tt-S355-10_process tte:testpiece/Zd3 511 qudt:MegaPa
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primary data, secondary data, and metadata. The interoperable
data created using TTO enables tracking and tracing of experi-
mental parameters and results which additionally ensure
scientific integrity and support the verification of findings.
The structured layer of TTO further ensures unified data storage,
supporting retrieval and downstream usage of the latter. An inte-
gration with PMDco enhances interoperability across other
domains by facilitating connectivity to these domain-specific
ontologies, knowledge, and data. Persistent unique identifiers
assigned for the TTO concepts ensure reliable referencing and
linking over extended periods of time to ensure the continuity
of scientific knowledge on tensile testing.

By introducing TTO and documenting its development pro-
cess within this study, a best practice example on an effective
and straightforward approach to creating an ontology is provided
to the MSE community. Exemplified by the semantic represen-
tation of the tensile test on metals at room temperature, basic
ontology development steps involving identifying parameters,
structuring, visualization, thesaurus creation, and formalization
are described in detail. Development tools such as Protégé,
Ontopanel, and Python scripts simplifying ontology creation
and data mapping are introduced, as well. These guidelines
are supposed to support the MSE community in developing
ontologies for their own experiments and processes. In addition
to the TTO, tensile test data[71] and technical documentation are
also publicly available for direct reuse by the MSE community.

Thinking ahead, SWT is becoming increasingly important in
MSE due to their benefits for data management, knowledge
representation, and collaboration. Data management based on
semantic representations such as the TTO allows researchers
to access, understand, and build upon past experiments which
foster scientific progress. Future developments may involve inte-
grating ELNs and LIMS with ontologies to create seamless data
pipelines.
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